
SALT Agreement to Standards of Behavior 

 

SALT stands for Service and Leader Training. Campers in SALT will be held to a standard of behavior that 
reflects both a servant minded attitude and leadership.  

The standard of behavior looks like -  

Respect will always be shown to one another and rules. we are here to help you grow in your relationship with the 
Lord, as well as skills in both service and leadership. It is expected that respect is shown to every staff member and 
camper to create an environment that encourages growth for everyone. It is also expected that rules are respected and 
followed. 

Kindness will always be something we strive for. Considering others before yourself is both qualities of a service 
minded person and a good leader, and all SALT campers will be expected to show kindness towards each other, other 
campers, and the people outside of camp that we will interact with through the SALT activities.   

Unity will always be a priority. In the SALT Day Camp Program there is potential for all of us to learn more and have 
more fun when we choose to work like a team.  This means building one another up with encouragement, helping 
where we can, and being okay with others helping us out.  

As a team we will not participate in: Gossip, Exclusiveness, Threating or demeaning language, Violence or rough 
physical behavior 

Fun will always be available. Fun is dependent somewhat on circumstance, but mostly on perspective and attitude. As a 
servant and leader all situations aren't always filled with fun but each of us has the potential to make this SALT week to 
be fun for ourselves and for others.  

The Three Approaches System, to ensure standards are kept- 

(This is a system that holds through the whole summer for campers that attend multiple weeks of SALT) 

First Approach- An individual conversation initiated by a staff member (cabin leader or director) addressing the behavior 
that needs to change, and a plan to change it. Depending on severity there could be a consequence and/ or conversation 
with parent/ guardian. 

Second Approach- An individual conversation initiated by a staff member (cabin leader or director) addressing the 
behavior that needs to change, and a plan to change it. As well as a conversation including a parent/guardian to share 
expectation of changed behavior. Depending on severity there could be a consequence. 

Third Approach- An individual conversation initiated by the SALT Director (may include Day Camp Director) addressing 
the behavior that needs to change, a plan to change, and a consequence if it doesn’t change. As well as a conversation 
including a parent/guardian, with a final warning that the next approach will be a request that attendance is 
discontinued for the summer.  

 

 

By signing, I am showing that I understand that I will be held to a standard of behavior that reflects that I am 
both a servant and a leader and I am also willingly and happy to be here for this reason. 

 

      ___________________________________Signature                                _______________ Date 


